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Abstract
Purpose: Exosomes (EXs) have been increasingly recognized as natural nanoscale vehicles for
microRNA (miRNA)-based cell-cell communication and an ideal source of miRNA biomarkers in bodily
fluids. Current methods allow bulk analysis of the miRNA contents of EXs, but these approaches are not
suitable for the in situ stoichiometry of exosomal miRNAs and fail to reveal phenotypic heterogeneity at
the single-vesicle level. This study aimed to develop a single vesicle-based, mild, precise, but versatile
method for the in situ quantitative and stoichiometric analysis of exosomal miRNAs.
Methods: A total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)-based single-vesicle imaging assay was
developed for direct visualization and quantification of the single-vesicles of EXs and their miRNA
contents in serum microsamples. The assay uses co-delivery of inactive split DNAzymes and
fluorescence-quenched substrates into nanosized EXs treated with streptolysin O to produce a target
miRNA-activated catalytic cleavage reaction that amplifies the readout of fluorescence signal. We
perform the in situ quantitative and stoichiometric analysis of serum exosomal hsa-miRNA-21 (miR-21),
a common cancer biomarker, by using the developed TIRF imaging assay.
Results: The TIRF imaging assay for serum exosomal miR-21 can distinguish cancer patients from healthy
subjects with better performance than conventional real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay.
The exosomal miR-21 level in serum is also informative for monitoring tumor progression and responses
to treatment. Moreover, the TIRF assays can readily determine the precise stoichiometry of target
exosomal miRNA contents in situ by delivering molecular beacon (MB) probes into EXs.
Conclusions: The created TIRF imaging platform shows high applicability to serve as a universal and
useful tool for the single-vesicle in situ quantitative and stoichiometric analysis of other disease-associated
exosomal miRNAs markers and provide valuable insight into the physiological relevance of EX-mediated
miRNA communication.
Key words: exosomes, miRNAs, total internal reflection, single-vesicle imaging, in situ quantitative and
stoichiometric analysis

Introduction
Exosomes (EXs) are small membranous
extracellular vesicles (30-100 nm in diameter) that are
naturally secreted by a variety of cell types [1,2]. They

carry a variety of specific bioactive molecules (e.g.,
lipids, proteins, nucleic acids, etc.) from their parental
cells and convey these vesicular contents to
http://www.thno.org
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neighboring or even distant recipient cells through the
circulatory system [3-5]. Emerging evidence has
demonstrated that the EX-mediated intercellular
transfer of these vesicular contents expedites both the
growth and metastasis of tumours [6-9]. It has been
reported that microRNAs (miRNAs) are widely
present in various EXs and play important roles in
oncogenesis and tumor heterogeneity. The specific
miRNAs in circulating EXs have thus been attracting
major interest as potential diagnostic biomarkers of
tumours [10-14]. In addition, EXs have been
increasingly recognized as vehicles for intercellular
miRNA transfer and a mechanism of miRNA-based
cell-cell communication [15-17]. This result is exciting
because miRNAs can inhibit the activity of target
mRNAs, and it has been determined that more than
60% of all mRNAs in mammals are regulated by
miRNAs [18]. EX-mediated intercellular miRNA
transfer would bypass the transcriptional controls of
recipient cells, providing a direct means of regulation
[19]. Recent studies on the delivery of purified EXs to
recipient cells have proven the transfer of miRNAs
[20,21], and the application of EXs as natural small
RNA delivery vehicles is being studied as a potential
therapeutic strategy [22-25].
Although EX-mediated intercellular miRNA
transfer is attractive, in situ quantitative evaluations
of miRNA abundance and stoichiometry (i.e., how
many molecules of a given miRNA are carried by an
EX) at the single-vesicle level are lacking; however,
such evaluations are fundamental for a complete
understanding of the mechanistic models and provide
insight into the limits and requirements of
miRNA-based cell-cell communication [26,27]. The
conventional real-time polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) technique can efficiently quantify the miRNA
content of EXs in a bulk manner by a series of
time-consuming and labor-intensive procedures,
including EX lysis, miRNA isolation, cDNA synthesis
and real-time PCR analysis, and yields only an
average stoichiometry [28,29]. Thus, a mild, precise,
but versatile method for the single-vesicle in situ
quantitative and stoichiometric analysis of exosomal
miRNAs is highly desired.
Recently, Rhee et al. reported the in situ
detection of miRNAs in EXs by using the fluorescent
oligonucleotide probes [30,31]. Nevertheless, current
methods fail to reveal the stoichiometry of miRNAs
and EXs, and are not suited for the quantitative
analysis of the miRNA contents of EXs at
single-vesicle level because nanosized EXs cannot be
enumerated by ordinary light microscopy [32].
Although the EXs are typically visualized by electron
microscopy or atomic force microscopy [33,34], these
approaches are nonquantitative because of the
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variation caused by the complex sample preparation
procedures. Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) can
directly quantify EXs in solution by detecting the light
scattering generated by EXs but is unable to
discriminate target EXs from nontarget EXs and
protein aggregates [35]. In addition, and more
importantly, all these methods cannot be used to
perform in situ analysis of the vesicular contents of
nanosized EXs in complex clinical serum samples.
One ideal tool that can overcome these limitations is
total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
microscopy. The TIRF assay images single molecules
or nanoparticles by monitoring the fluorescence of
molecules or particles excited by total internal
reflection and quantifies them by counting the
fluorescent spots and measuring the fluorescent
intensity [36-38].
Here, we performed the single-vesicle in situ
quantitative and stoichiometric analysis of the
miRNA contents of nanosized EXs by establishing a
TIRF-based single-vesicle imaging platform. In this
assay, DNAzymes are introduced to construct
fluorescent probes because of their availability for
amplifying sensing and flexibility in structural and
functional design. After penetration into whole EXs,
the rationally designed DNAzyme probes can
specifically bind with target miRNAs to produce
amplified fluorescence signals, which are then
detected by TIRF microscopy. The total internal
reflection generates an evanescent field with a
penetration depth of about 100-300 nm that is slightly
larger than the size of EXs, suggesting that the
diffusing EXs are excited only when they enter the
confined evanescent field layer, and the remaining
EXs in bulk solution remain in the ground state. Thus,
the TIRF imaging assay can achieve the direct
quantification of exosomal miRNAs in serum
samples. Our results show that the TIRF imaging
assay not only is capable of quantifying the target
miRNA content of whole EXs at single-vesicle level
with a high signal-to-noise ratio but also yield the
precise stoichiometry of miRNAs and EXs. This
innovative study indicates that TIRF-based
single-vesicle imaging is a desirable strategy for in
situ quantitative and stoichiometric analysis of
miRNA biomarkers associated with EXs and is
valuable for the study of the mechanism models of
EX-mediated miRNA communication.

Materials and Methods
Cell cultures. Human cervical carcinoma cell
line (HeLa) was obtained by the Cell Center of
Xiangya
Medical
School.
Human
breast
adenocarcinoma cell line (MCF-7), normal cervical cell
line (Ect1/E6E7), human malignant melanoma cell
http://www.thno.org
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line (A375), chinese hamster ovary cell line (CHO-K1)
and normal human epidermal melanocytes (NHEM-c)
were purchased from the Shanghai Cell Bank, Chinese
Academy of Medical Sciences. HeLa and NHEM-c
cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Hyclone),
MCF-7, A375 and Ect1/E6E7 cells were cultured in
DMEM (Hyclone), and CHO-K1 cells were cultured in
IMDM (Life technology). All cultures were
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Life
technology), penicillin (1 U) and streptomycin (1 μg
mL-1) and incubated at 37 °С in a humidified
incubator containing 5% CO2. Cell density was
determined using a hemocytometer, and this was
performed prior to any experiments.
EXs isolation and characterization. For the
production of EXs from the cells, initially, the cells
were grown in media that contained 10% FBS to 70%
confluence, washed twice with PBS, and then
maintained for an additional two days in media that
contained 10% EX-depleted FBS (System Biosciences
Inc.). After that, the media was collected and filtered
by a 0.2-μm pore filter to remove cellular debris. The
produced EXs in the supernatant solution were
isolated by using ExoQuick-TC (System Biosciences
Inc.) according to the vendor's instructions. Briefly,
the conditioned media were centrifuged at 3,000 rpm
for 15 min to remove cell debris, and the supernatant
was incubated with ExoQuick-TC solution at 4 °С
overnight. The next day, the mixture was centrifuged
at 3,000 rpm for 30 min, and the pellets were
resuspended in EX-free serum. The EXs concentration
and size distribution were determined by the
nanoparticle tracking analysis with a Nanosight
system (Malvern). The isolated EXs was also
visualized using a JEM-3010 electron microscope
(JEOL, Japan) operated at 60 kV. Furthermore, to
characterize the permeability of A375 EXs to DNA
probes,
A375
EXs
treated
with
different
concentrations
of
streptolysin
O
(SLO)
(Sigma-Aldrich)
were
incubated
with
fluorescently-labeled DNA probes for 1 h at 37 °С.
After the ultracentrifugation, the fluorescence signals
of supernatants were respectively measured for
determining
the
loading
efficiencies
and
encapsulation efficiencies of various DNA probes.
Preparation of EXs concentration standards.
Serum samples were centrifuged at 110,000g for 10 h,
and supernatants were collected as EX-free serum.
Standard EXs samples of known concentration
isolated from various cell cultures were dissolved in
EX-free serum to a final concentration of 1010 particles
μL-1, and further diluted to required concentrations
(109, 108, 107, 3×106, 106, 3×105, 105 and 3×104 particles
μL-1) with PBS at time of use.
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Coverslips pretreatment. All coverslips are
washed prior to use. Briefly, glass slides (22 mm × 22
mm) were sequentially sonicated in household
detergent for 15 min, acetone for 15 min and ethanol
for 15 min. Then the coverslips were successively
soaked in Piranha solution (H2SO4/30%H2O2) (v/v
3:1) for 30 min and sonicated for another 30 min,
sonicated in HCl/30%H2O2/H2O (v/v/v 1:1:1)
solution for 30 min, further sonicated in Piranha
solution for 30 min, and finally sonicated for 15 min in
distilled water twice. All the coverslips were rinsed
with distilled water extensively between each solvent
replacement. The slides were finally stored in distilled
water and blow-dried with nitrogen gas before use.
In situ exosomal miRNAs imaging. The DNA
probes were delivered into EXs with the reversible
permeabilization method using 0.2 U mL-1 of SLO,
which was activated by adding 5 mM of
tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (Thermo) to 2 U mL-1
of SLO for 1 h at 37 °С before use. The SLO-treated
EXs derived by different cell types (A375, NHEM-c,
MCF-7, CHO-K1, HeLa and Ect1/E6E7 cells) were
respectively incubated in PBS containing Mg2+ (15
mM) with the split DNAzyme probe (SDP) for miR-21
(SDP21), which consists of two divided DNAzyme
fragments (D1 and D2) and a ribonucleobase
(rA)-containing substrate (S) with self-quenched
fluorescence, for 1 h at 37 °С. The concentrations of
D1, D2 and S were 25, 25 and 100 nM, respectively, for
each experiment. 10 μL of resulting solution was
pipetted to coverslips for in situ TIRF imaging of
exosomal miR-21. The contents of miR-21 were
estimated by analyzing the fluorescence signal
intensity and the value of miR-21 quantified by the
TIRF imaging platform was compared with the
outcome of the qRT-PCR method. The MB for sensing
miR-21 (MB21) and control probes were also
delivered into A375 EXs for imaging the miR-21. In
addition, to show the universality of TIRF imaging
method, miR-221 level in A375 EXs and control
NHEM-c EXs was investigated by using SDP221
consisting of D3, D4 and S.
Imaging system and data analysis. The
prism-type TIRF microscopy was setup as mentioned
elsewhere [36]. Briefly, the sample coverslip was
located under the fused-silica isosceles prism (CVI,
laser USA) and a 60 × oil-type objective that equipped
on an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope with a
BLP-488R long pass filter (Semrock, USA). A 488 nm
diode laser (Newport, USA) was used as the
excitation source to excite the FAM. The laser beam
with an incident angle of approximately 62° was
total-internal-reflected at the glass/solution interface.
The thickness of evanescent field layer (EFL)
generated by total internal reflection is calculated to
http://www.thno.org
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be about 190 nm by d = λ / (4π (n22 sin2θ - n12)1/2),
where d is the thickness of EFL, λ is the wavelength of
the excitation light in vacuum, n1 and n2 are the
refraction indices (n1 = 1.33 and n2 = 1.523) of the
solution and glass slides and θ is the angle of
incidence respectively. The fluorescent images were
captured by an Electron Multiplying Charge Coupled
Device (EMCCD) (PhotonMax 512, Princeton
Instrument, USA) incorporated with a Uniphase
mechanical shutter (Model LS2Z2, Vincent Associates,
USA) and a driver (Model VMM-T1, Vincent
Associates, USA) in external synchronization and
frame-transfer mode. The exposure time of both
camera and shutter were set at 100 ms. The
multiplication gain and the delay time of the shutter
drive were set at 3,000 and 10 ms respectively. In
general, fluorescent images of 10 sequential frames
each were acquired on different coordinates from a
single channel using the WinSpec/32 software
(version 2.5.22.0, USA) provided by Princeton
Instruments. All images were analyzed by a public
domain image processing software ImageJ. Each
bright spot on the fluorescent image represents a
single EX. The fluorescence signals of single EX were
obtained by measuring the net fluorescence intensity
of 50 individual bright spots randomly (Net average
signal intensity = [(1×1 square pixel of 50 individual
EX) - (1×1 square pixel of 50 independent background
area on the image)]/50).
Furthermore, the image was processed with the
Analyze Particles function in ImageJ to determine the
number
of
single
fluorescence
particles
computationally. The threshold was set as 3 times the
standard deviation of the intensity of the image and
size of the particles was set as 2-10 pixels to reduce the
false positive signals generated from noises. Number
of bright spots (target EXs) was counted separately
and summed up. Then the sum of spots from 5
different image series of a single slide was averaged.
The total fluorescence signal intensity from 5 different
images series of single slide was also calculated. All
experiments were done in triplicate and the error bars
refer to the standard error of mean of the triplicate
experiments unless specified.
Mouse tumor model. Male athymic BALB/c
(Balb/C-nu) mice were obtained from the Shanghai
SLAC Laboratory Animal Co., Ltd. They were 4-6
weeks old at the start of each experiment and weighed
20-25 g. All animal procedures were in accord with
institutional animal use and care regulations
approved by the Laboratory Animal Center of Hunan.
The mice were subcutaneously injected at their
backside with 2 × 106 A375 cells suspended in 100 μL
of PBS to establish subcutaneous malignant
melanoma tumor model and compared with healthy
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control mice that did not receive tumor cell injections.
Mouse retro-orbital blood samples (50 μL) for analysis
of miR-21-EXs serum levels and tumor size data were
collected at 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 days post-injection. A
caliper was used to measure tumor length and width.
The volume of tumor (V) was estimated by the
following equation: V = L × W2 × 0.5, where L and W
are the greatest longitudinal diameter and the greatest
transverse diameter of tumor, respectively.
Treatment monitoring in mice. Doxorubicin
hydrochloride (DOX) was selected as a model
chemotherapeutic drug due to its significant
therapeutic effect on many tumors clinically. DOX for
injection was dissolved in physiological saline to yield
the DOX injection solution with a final concentration
of 2 mg mL-1. In most animal experiments of
chemotherapy, the dosage was commonly described
as the mass of drug used per square meter of body
surface area (mg m-2). Here, the body surface area of
nude mice was calculated according to the previously
reported literature [39].
Subsequently, the melanoma tumor-bearing
mice were treated with DOX. Tumor treatment effect
was investigated by monitoring the miR-21-EXs
serum levels of mice. Generally, different dosages (10,
20 and 40 mg m-2) of DOX were respectively injected
into the abdominal cavity of mice (n = 3) once at ten
days post-injection with A375 cells. Control mice (n =
3) received the equal volumes of physiological saline
without DOX. The miR-21-EXs serum levels and
tumor sizes were respectively measured every five
days. To further investigate the treatment efficiency
for the different stages or tumor sizes, the treatment
for tumor-bearing mice started at 25 days
post-injection with A375 cells. At this moment, the
tumor volume approached 50-70 mm3. After
treatment with different dosages of DOX (20 and 40
mg m-2 per 10 days), miR-21-EXs serum levels of mice
(n = 3) were measured once every five days. The
changes of relative tumor volume were also
investigated. Finally, the therapeutic effects for
tumor-bearing mice (n = 11) were evaluated by
comparing the miR-21-EXs serum levels before and
after serial treatment with 40 mg m-2 DOX for 40 days.
Clinical samples. Serum samples from
melanoma cancer, breast cancer, cervical cancer and
healthy donor were collected at the time of diagnosis
by the Affiliated Hospital of Changsha Medical
University after approval by the Institutional Review
Board. Melanoma, breast and cervical cancer samples
used for treatment evaluation were respectively
obtained from cancer patients (n = 3) undergoing
treatment. Serum samples were collected from these
cancer patients 1-2 months before and after
chemotherapy. Informed consent was obtained from
http://www.thno.org
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all patients. The TIRF imaging assay of nanoscale EXs
was performed to calculate the serum miR-21-EXs
content of each group. Treatment responses were also
investigated by monitoring the miR-21-EXs serum
levels of cancer patients.

Results and Discussion
Design of the TIRF imaging assay with
DNAzyme probes for exosomal miRNAs.
The design of our single-vesicle fluorescence
imaging platform with TIRF microscopy for the in situ
visualization and quantification of exosomal miRNAs
is illustrated in Figure 1. In this design,
Mg2+-dependent DNAzyme is employed as a model
amplifying label to construct a split DNAzyme probe
(SDP) [40,41], which consists of two divided
DNAzyme fragments (D1 and D2) with an inactive
structure and a ribonucleobase (rA)-containing
substrate (S) with self-quenched fluorescence (Figure
1A and Figure S1). The DNA sequences used here are
listed in Table S1. After penetration into EXs, the SDP
is activated by the hybridization reaction with target
miRNA and catalyzes the cleavage of S with the aid of
Mg2+ ions, producing the fluorescence signal readout.
The fluorescent EXs are monitored by an EMCCD
under a TIRF imaging system (Figure 1B). Because
each individual bright spot in the TIRF image
represents a single fluorescent EX, quantification of
target EXs can be achieved by simply counting the
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number of spots in the sample region. The
fluorescence signal intensity is proportional to the
quantity of target miRNAs. By calculating the signal
intensity, quantification of the miRNA content of a
single nanosized EX can be achieved. Using the
developed TIRF imaging assay, we show the
quantitative and stoichiometric analysis of exosomal
miRNAs in situ at the single-vesicle level.

Characterization of DNAzyme probes and
their penetration into EXs.
We first characterized the detection performance
of the SDP for the target miRNAs in buffer solution. In
this experiment, we chose hsa-miR-21 (miR-21) as a
model target miRNA [42-45], which is one of the most
significant miRNAs in EXs derived from multiple
types of cancer and is presumed to mediate tumor
growth by serving as an oncogene and targeting the
tumor suppressor genes in invasion and metastasis.
The catalytic activity of the SDP for miR-21 (SDP21)
was monitored by the activated fluorescence after
mixing the target miR-21 with the SDP in the presence
of Mg2+ ions. An intense fluorescence peak was
observed at a wavelength of 526 nm in the presence of
a 50 nM target (Figure S2A). In contrast, no visible
fluorescence peak appeared in the presence of a
nontarget sequence. The SDP emitted fluorescence
signals that correlated to the miR-21 concentration
(Figure S2B).

Figure 1. Schematic overview depicting the TIRF imaging assay of the miRNA contents of EXs and the characterization of isolated A375 EXs. (A) Illustration of the in situ analysis
of exosomal miRNAs by using the SDP. (B) Schematic illustration of the single-vesicle fluorescence imaging with TIRF microscopy. In the TIRF image, the fluorescence signal from
a single EX was visualized as an individual bright spot. (C) TEM image of isolated A375 EXs. (D) Hydrodynamic diameters of A375 EXs before and after SDP penetration detected
by DLS. (E) SLO-mediated penetration of fluorescent DNA probes into A375 EXs.

http://www.thno.org
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To investigate the specificity of SDP21, we
performed a series of contrast experiments using
miR-210, miR-221, single-base-mismatched miR-21
(SM miR-21), and three-base-mismatched miR-21 (TM
miR-21) as negative controls (Figure S3A). The results
showed that the fluorescence signals from miR-210
and miR-221 scarcely changed, while the signals of
SM miR-21 and TM miR-21 showed slight increases.
However, 10 nM target miR-21 exhibited a significant
response, which could be easily discriminated from
the SM and TM signals. We also used miR-221 as a
target to investigate the specificity of SDP221 (Figure
S3B). The fluorescence intensities from miR-210,
miR-21, SM miR-221, and TM miR-221 were similar to
that from the blank control and far lower than that
from miR-221. These results prove that the design of
the SDP is simple and that theoretically, our strategy
is suitable for other miRNAs.
Furthermore, we investigated the specificity of
TIRF assay with a molecular beacon (MB), a
dual-labeled hairpin DNA probe with a fluorophore
(FAM) and a quencher (BHQ1) at each end. The MB
has no fluorescence in the absence of target miRNAs,
and show a strong fluorescence signal after the
hybridization
with
target
miRNAs.
The
target-activated fluorescence was measured by TIRF
microscopy. In the TIRF images, an individual bright
spot was seen as a single fluorescent hybrid of probe
and miRNA [36,37,46]. The obtained TIRF images
were used for single-vesicle counting. Figure S3C
demonstrated that the MB21 can specifically bind
with the target miR-21, and the TIRF assay with the
MB21 could easily discriminate target miR-21 from
SM miR-21. Both miR-221 and TM miR-21 were
almost undetectable by the TIRF assay with the MB21.
Moreover, we can also distinguish let-7a from let-7b
by the TIRF assay with the MB for sensing let-7a
(MB7a) (Figure S3D). These results confirmed
adequately the high specificity of the developed TIRF
assay for sensing target miRNAs.
Next, we investigated the ability of SDP21 to
detect target miR-21 in nanosized EXs. EXs derived
from a malignant melanoma cell line (A375 EXs) with
high expression of miR-21 were isolated for the
preparation of the EX standards. Both the
morphology and size distribution of the isolated
vesicles were studied by TEM and DLS (Figure 1C-D),
showing round structures with sizes varying from 30
to 100 nm, consistent with the previously reported
characteristics of EXs [1,2]. To achieve the in situ
analysis of exosomal miRNAs, DNA probes were
delivered into A375 EXs by using a reversible
membrane permeabilization tool, streptolysin O
(SLO) [30,47]. SLO can bind with cholesterol on the
membrane of EXs to form pores, allowing the influx of
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DNA probes. After incubating fluorescent DNA
probes (25 nM at room temperature for 1 h) with A375
EXs (109 particles µL-1) treated with different
concentrations of SLO, ranging from 0 to 0.4 U mL-1,
the encapsulation efficiency (ratio of the encapsulated
probes to the initially added probes) of the DNA
probes was determined by fluorescence analysis. As
illustrated in Figure 1E, the encapsulation efficiency
increased with increasing SLO concentration and
reached saturation at a concentration of 0.3 U mL-1,
which was used in the following experiments.
Subsequently, the SLO-mediated penetration of
SDP21, consisting of D1 (25 nM), D2 (25 nM) and S
(100 nM), into EXs (109 particles µL-1) was performed,
and the fluorescence signals from SDP21 and miR-21
hybridization in EXs were detected under different
conditions (Figure S4A). The SLO-treated A375 EXs
showed stronger fluorescence than the untreated
A375 EXs, meaning that SLO enhances the delivery of
DNA probes and results in increased hybridization.
To rule out the possibility that SDP21 and miR-21
hybridization occurs outside of EXs since SLO may
induce the release of miR-21 from EXs, the treated EXs
were isolated by ultracentrifugation (110,000 g, 4 h).
The fluorescence of isolated EXs and supernatant
solutions were measured respectively. As a result, the
supernatants after ultracentrifugation showed a weak
fluorescence, while the precipitates (EXs) had a strong
fluorescence comparable to the original solution
(Figure S4B). These results thus indicated that miR-21
did not escape EXs during SLO treatment and the
SDP21 and miR-21 hybridization reaction occurred
inside the EXs, not outside the EXs, which matched
very well with results of previous literature [30]. As a
control, the EXs derived from normal human
epidermal melanocytes (NHEM-c EXs) were isolated
by the aforementioned method and treated with
SDP21 in the presence of SLO. In contrast, NHEM-c
EXs displayed no obvious fluorescence due to the low
expression of the target miR-21. Remarkably, Mg2+
ions as cofactors of DNAzyme have a great effect on
the fluorescence intensity. Therefore, we optimized
the Mg2+ ion concentration and found that 15 mM was
the optimal concentration (Figure S4C).

Evaluation of the TIRF imaging assay for the in
situ quantification of miRNAs in EXs.
The detection performance of the TIRF assay for
miR-21 in EXs was characterized first. A negative
control assay performed with EX-free serum
displayed a negligible signal intensity, and similar
results were obtained when the A375 EX standard (106
particles μL-1) was analyzed on the coverslip without
SDP21 (Figure 2A and Figure S5). The assay
performed with SDP21 and A375 EXs showed only a
http://www.thno.org
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low fluorescence signal. A markedly different result
was noted, however, when SDP21 was incubated with
the A375 EX standard (106 particles μL-1) in the
presence of Mg2+ ions. Owing to the signal
enhancement effect of Mg2+-dependent DNAzyme,
the TIRF assay with SDP21 exhibited a high
normalized fluorescence intensity of 9.1. To further
prove the DNAzyme-based amplification, the MB for
sensing miR-21 (MB21) was used. After incubation
with A375 EXs, the MB21 displayed the lower
normalized signal intensity than SDP21 under the
same conditions, and the control MB probe
underwent no fluorescence change (Figure 2B and
Figure S6A). Additionally, after incubation with
SDP21, control NHEM-c EXs emitted insignificant
fluorescence. These results adequately indicated that
DNAzyme obviously enhanced the detection signal of
the target miR-21 in EXs. Furthermore, a masking
DNA, which has the same sequence with the loop (the
recognition sequence for miR-21) of MB21, but
without the stem, fluorescent dye and quencher, was

employed to treat the EXs before addition of MB21,
thereby decreasing the target miR-21 expression level
in EXs. As a result, average number of fluorescent EXs
counted by the TIRF assay gradually decreased with
increasing concentrations of masking DNA and
reached a minimum at the concentration of 500 nM
(Figure S7). This result indicated that average number
of fluorescent EXs and their fluorescence intensity are
directly correlated with the expression level of target
exosomal miRNAs and our TIRF imaging method can
detect the change of exosomal miRNA accordingly.
To illustrate the generality of our assays, SDP221 was
used to detect miR-221 in EXs by the same process.
Similar to SDP21, SDP221 could enter A375 EXs with
the aid of SLO and produce a readable fluorescence
signal in the presence of the target miR-221 (Figure
S8).
In the TIRF images, an individual bright spot
was visualized as a single fluorescent EX. The
obtained TIRF images were used for single-vesicle
counting. We found that the counts of fluorescent EXs
increased with the concentration of
EXs (Figure 2C) and that there was a
broad linear range (3 × 104 - 107
particles μL-1) with a strong
correlation (R2 = 0.9904) between the
counted EX numbers and log(known
EX concentrations) (Figure S9A).
Thus, quantification of cancerassociated EXs can be simply achieved
by counting the bright spots in the
sample region of the TIRF images. In
addition, the signal intensity of the
bright spots is proportional to the
miRNA content in the EXs, which
reveals the quantification of miR-21 in
each EX. By measuring the total
fluorescence intensity of individual
bright spots in five TIRF images as a
function of the miR-21 concentration
determined by quantitative real time
polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR),
which is a technique commonly
adopted as a standard method for
miRNA profiling [28,30], a calibration
curve was achieved with a good linear
correlation coefficient, R2 = 0.9934
(Figure 2D). The LOD of the assay was
estimated to be 378 copies µL-1. Figure
Figure 2. Characterization of the performance of the TIRF assay for exosomal miR-21. (A) TIRF images of the
S9B shows the concentrations of
negative controls (SDP21 + A375 EXs, A375 EXs + Mg2+, and SDP21 + Mg2+) and positive samples (SDP21 +
A375 EXs + Mg2+). In the TIRF images, an individual bright spot was regarded as a fluorescent EX. Scale bar =
exosomal miR-21 detected by the TIRF
3µm. (B) Average signal intensities of A375 EXs after treatment with no other agents, control probes, the
assay in situ and determined by
molecular beacon for miR-21 (MB21) and SDP21, respectively, and control EXs (NHEM-c EXs) with SDP21. (C)
TIRF images of exosomal miR-21 detected in serum samples spiked with the indicated EX concentrations. Scale
qRT-PCR analysis after the total
bar = 3 µm. (D) Correlation between log(total TIRF signal intensities) and log(concentrations of exosomal
miRNA extraction from EXs (Table
miR-21 determined by qRT-PCR analysis). The total TIRF signal intensities were obtained by the sum of the
signal intensity of all fluorescent EXs from five TIRF images. All TIRF images were analyzed by ImageJ software.
S2). The results obtained with the
http://www.thno.org
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TIRF assay correlated well with those determined by
qRT-PCR. Thus, it is obvious that SDP21 enters into
EXs and hybridizes with the target miR-21, thereby
producing a readable fluorescence signal for the in
situ quantification of miR-21 in EXs with high
specificity and sensitivity.

TIRF imaging assay for the stoichiometric
analysis of exosomal miRNAs.
To achieve the stoichiometric analysis of
exosomal miRNAs, aptamer-based DNA nanoprobes
consisting of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) assembled
with fluorescently labeled aptamers against CD63
(CD63apt), an abundant membrane marker on most EX
surfaces, were designed for the direct and accurate
quantification of total EXs (Figure 3A). The
nonspecific binding between CD63apt and AuNPs
caused
the
formation
of
AuNPs-CD63apt
nanocomposites with self-quenched fluorescence. In
the presence of EXs, the specific and stronger binding
between CD63 and its aptamer resulted in a rapid
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displacement of aptamers from the particle surface
and consequent fluorescence labeling of the total EXs.
The redundant nanocomposites were removed by
centrifugation, and fluorescent EXs were then
monitored under the TIRF imaging system. The
identification of total EXs in A375 cells or control
NHEM-c cells was determined at progressive culture
time points. The total EX numbers in A375 and
NHEM-c cell culture supernatants increased with the
culture duration, and the increasing trends of A375
EXs and NHEM-c EXs were accordant (Figure 3B).
The TIRF assay of the total EX-CD63apt
nanocomposites displayed a broad linear range
(103-108 particles μL-1) with a strong correlation (R2 =
0.9882) between log(counted EX number) and
log(known EX concentration) and a detection limit of
103 particles μL-1 (Figure S10A). To avoid the
interference of protein aggregates, a green fluorescent
lipid dye (DiO) is used as a lipophilic tracer to
quantify the total EXs. Once applied to EXs, the dye
diffuses laterally within the plasma membrane. The

Figure 3. Stoichiometric analysis of exosomal miRNAs by TIRF imaging assay. (A) Illustration of the fluorescence labeling of total EXs by using CD63 aptamer-based DNA
nanoprobes. (B) Total EX signal in A375 and NHEM-c cultures over time. The miR-21-EX (C) and miR-221-EX (D) signals in A375 and NHEM-c cultures over time; n = 3
triplicate samples per time point. (E) Target miRNAs in EXs are present at much less than one copy per EX. (F) Fluorescence intensity analysis of every individual bright spot
under different conditions. (G) Analysis of miRNA numbers in a single A375 EX: TIRF image of A375 EXs incubated with MB21 (top), and the calculated miR-21 numbers of each
observed A375 EXs (bottom).
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DiO is weakly fluorescent in water but highly
fluorescent and quite photostable when incorporated
into EX membranes. It has an extremely high
extinction coefficient and short excited-state lifetimes
in lipid environments. The total EXs were then
determined by counting the numbers of DiO-labeled
EXs in TIRF images. This result was consistent with
that of CD63 (Figure S10B and Table S3), strongly
proving that the detected EXs using CD63 as marker
were real and credible. In contrast to the results for
the total EXs, both the miR-21-EX and miR-221-EX
numbers in A375 cells increased, while the miR-21-EX
and miR-221-EX levels in NHEM-c cell culture
supernatants showed no significant differences
during the cell culture process (Figure 3C-D).
Moreover, the numbers of miR-21-EXs and
miR-221-EXs were lower than those of total EXs in
A375 cell culture supernatants at all time points,
suggesting that not all EXs from A375 cells contained
miR-21 and miR221. Calculations based on the TIRF
assay data demonstrated that miR-21-EXs and
miR-221-EXs represented approximately 1.79% and
0.63% of the total EXs in A375 cells (Table S3).
Furthermore, the stoichiometry of a given
miRNA molecule in A375 EXs and NHEM-c EXs was
evaluated by the TIRF assay. Using these data, we
determined the ratio of miR-21 and miR-221
molecules to A375 EXs and control NHEM-c EXs,
respectively. As shown in Figure 3E, there was far less
than one copy of miR-21 or miR-221 per EX. Thus, if
miR-21 was distributed homogenously across the EX
population, on average, over 60 EXs would need to be
examined to observe one copy of miR-21. This average
stoichiometry of miR-21 and EXs suggests that most
individual EXs in standard preparations do not carry
significant numbers of miR-21 molecules. This result
was also confirmed by combining qRT-PCR and NTA
(Table S2). Nevertheless, the traditional PCR method
is unable to determine the precise stoichiometry or a
stoichiometric model of the exosomal miRNA content.
To address this issue, we carefully analyzed the signal
intensities from all individual fluorescent EXs in the
TIRF images by ImageJ software and yielded
statistical profiles of the signal intensities and EX
numbers for different samples (Figure 3F), which
reflected the target miRNA contents in each observed
nanosized EX. By comparing the TIRF images of EX
samples after incubating with SDP21 and the
AuNPs-CD63apt nanocomposite probe, the numbers of
target miR-21-noncontaining EXs could also be
estimated.
To further determine the miR-21 copy numbers
in a single EX, MB21 was incubated with the synthetic
miR-21 in EX-free serum (Figure S6B). The formed
MB21-miR-21 hybrids were then deposited on the
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positively charged coverslip surface by the
electrostatic interaction and detected by the TIRF
imaging system. The average net fluorescence
intensity of the observed bright spots was calculated
to be 3768 ± 452, which represented the signal
intensity of MB21 in response to a single copy of
miR-21. The miR-21 copy numbers were calculated by
N = T / S, where N corresponds to the miR-21 copy
numbers in a single fluorescent EX, T corresponds to
the net signal intensity of a single fluorescent EX
treated with MB21 and S is the signal intensity
generated by hybridization between MB21 and
miR-21. The results (N) were rounded up or down to
integral numbers that were regarded as the miR-21
number in a single EX (Figure 3G). Consequently, the
developed TIRF imaging assay with DNA probes is a
desirable method for the in situ and accurate
stoichiometric analysis of miRNAs associated with
EXs at the single-vesicle level.

TIRF imaging assay of exosomal miR-21 from
different tumor cells
Same miRNAs can be expressed by both
cancerous cells and normal cells. Our strategy cannot
distinguish whether the detected miRNAs are
produced by tumor cells or normal cells, but the
expression level can tell the difference. We compared
the contents of miR-21 in EXs derived from tumor
cells (A375, MCF-7 and HeLa cells) and their control
normal cells (NEHM-c, CHO-K1 and Ect1/E6E7 cells)
using the TIRF imaging platform (Figure 4A-B). After
incubation with SDP21, tumor-derived EXs displayed
a significant number of bright fluorescent spots in
their TIRF images. There were only weak background
signals observed for the control EXs. These results
indicated that the TIRF assay with SDP21 is capable of
discriminating target EXs from negative control EXs.
For the purpose of result validation, the miR-21
contents of these EXs were also determined by a
qRT-PCR assay. The results of the qRT-PCR assays are
shown in Figure S11. The TIRF results agreed very
well with the outcome of qRT-PCR. The high
correlation with the accredited qRT-PCR methods
demonstrated that the TIRF platform developed here
is very promising for profiling the expression of
miRNAs in different cell lines and is thus applicable
in early cancer diagnosis. In addition, stoichiometric
analyses of the miR-21 contents of these EXs were
performed. Figure 4C shows the statistical profiles of
the signal intensities of different cell-derived EX
samples. These data will be valuable for a complete
understanding of the roles of EX-mediated miRNA
communication in tumor pathogenesis, invasion and
metastasis.
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Figure 4. TIRF assay for the in situ analysis of miR-21 in EXs derived from different cell types. (A) TIRF images of various tumor EXs and their control EXs after introducing
SDP21. Scale bar = 3 µm. (B) Number of bright spots counted in the sample region of 200 square pixels (equivalent to 53 × 53 μm). In the TIRF image, an individual bright spot
was regarded as a single miR-21-EX. (C) Fluorescence intensity analysis of miR-21-EXs at the single-vesicle level in various cell-derived EX samples.

TIRF assay for serum exosomal miR-21 in a
mouse tumor model.
To verify the ability of the TIRF assay to
determine the miR-21-EX level in serum during tumor
development,
athymic
nude
mice
were
subcutaneously injected with A375 and control
NHEM-c cells to establish mouse tumor models.
Then, the miR-21-EX levels in serum samples from
mice were analyzed by the TIRF assay every 10 days
(Figure 5A). Serum miR-21-EX levels increased with
time in the samples from A375 tumor-bearing mice
but remained steady in negative control mice (Figure
5B). The TIRF assay significantly distinguished A375
tumor-bearing mice from control mice by 10 days
post-injection when the tumor was almost invisible to
the naked eye (Figure S12A), thus suggesting that this
TIRF assay can be used for the liquid biopsy of
exosomal miR-21.
Subsequently, we investigated whether the
miR-21-EX serum levels reflected the responses of
A375 tumors to treatment in mice. The treatment of

mice started at 10 days after tumor implantation.
Serum samples were collected from tumor-bearing
mice before and after treatment with different dosages
of the chemotherapeutic drug DOX and were
analyzed by the TIRF assay every 5 days. The results
showed that the expression level of miR-21-EXs in
serum samples from post-treatment mice decreased
and tumor growth was inhibited to a certain degree
(Figure 5C and Figure S12B). To further show the
treatment responses of A375 tumors, the treatment of
mice started at 25 days after tumor implantation, and
the frequency of drug administration to each group
was once every 10 days. Serum miR-21-EX levels were
found to significantly decrease as the dosage of DOX
increased (Figure 5D). Relative tumor volume was
also estimated every 5 days (Figure S12C) and
matched very well with the miR-21-EX profile
revealed by the TIRF assay. Therefore, the serum
miR-21-EX level is a useful independent index for
detecting treatment responses (Figure S13A) and is
highly applicable to treatment evaluation.
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Figure 5. Identification of tumor-associated exosomal miRNAs as potential biomarkers by the TIRF imaging system. The TIRF images (A) and miR-21-EX numbers (B) at
indicated time points in serum samples from nude mice following subcutaneous injection without or with A375 cells (2 × 106 cells per mouse); n = 3 replicates per sample. Scale
bar = 3 µm. (C) TIRF imaging analysis of exosomal miR-21 in serum samples from nude mice for tumor treatment monitoring. Tumor-bearing mice were treated with different
dosages of DOX at 10 days post-implantation. Serum miR-21-EX levels were also determined by the TIRF assay. (D) Changes in the miR-21-EX serum levels in tumor-bearing
mice after treatment without and with DOX. The treatment of tumor-bearing mice started at 25 days post-implantation. The different dosages (20 and 40 mg m-2) of DOX were
injected into the abdominal cavity of mice once every 10 days. n = 3 mice per group.

TIRF assay for serum exosomal miR-21 in
clinical samples.
To investigate the applications of the TIRF assay
in cancer diagnosis and monitoring, we first analyzed
exosomal miR-21 in clinical serum samples from
cancer patients (melanoma, breast cancer and cervical
cancer) and healthy donors. Figure 6A shows that the
TIRF imaging assay for serum exosomal miR-21 levels
distinguished cancer patients from healthy subjects.
Moreover, accurate stoichiometric models of the
exosomal miRNA content in different clinical serum
samples were obtained (Figure 6B), which are crucial
for assessing tumor development and studying the
individual differences of tumors.
Clinical cancer cases are frequently characterized
by high rates of treatment resistance, and improved
means of monitoring treatment responses are
urgently needed to enable rapid modification of
personalized treatment regimens to improve patient
outcomes. We thus investigated whether serum
miR-21-EX levels reflected tumor responses to
treatment. Serum samples were collected from three
types of cancer patients (melanoma, breast cancer and
cervical cancer) and healthy donors before and after
clinical chemotherapy. Post-treatment miR-21-EX

levels were significantly decreased in patients with
good treatment responses (Figure 6C-D). Therefore,
changes in miR-21-EX levels are strongly associated
with treatment responses (Figure S13B). The serum
miR-21-EX level may be a potential indicator for the
monitoring of cancer patient responses to treatment.

Conclusion
In summary, we develop a TIRF imaging
platform that successfully achieves in situ
quantification
and
accurate
stoichiometry
determination of the miRNA contents of nanosized
EXs at the single-vesicle level by applying recent
advancements in DNA nanotechnology. The
rationally designed DNA probes can easily enter
nanosized EXs mediated by SLO and selectively bind
with exosomal target miRNAs to produce a readable
fluorescence signal for the TIRF imaging analysis of
individual
EXs.
Moreover,
AuNPs-CD63apt
nanocomposite probes were constructed to quantify
the total EXs for the stoichiometric analysis of
miRNAs associated with EXs. Compared with other
methods such as qRT-PCR and flow cytometry, the
TIRF assay is a single-vesicle in situ exosomal miRNA
detection strategy with low serum consumption,
http://www.thno.org
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simple procedure, short analysis time and low reagent
cost. Moreover, the developed TIRF assay can directly
determine the stoichiometry and composition of EXs
in complex clinical serum samples to obtain insightful
information
about
EX-mediated
cell-cell
communication. Based on these advantages, the TIRF
assay is superior to conventional qRT-PCR for the
detection of circulating exosomal miRNAs. The TIRF
imaging assay can be easily refined for clinical use
and readily adapted for the diagnosis and monitoring
of other disease-specific miRNAs associated with EXs.
Further studies demonstrated that the TIRF
imaging assay for miR-21-EXs can discriminate cancer
patients (melanoma, breast cancer and cervical
cancer) from healthy subjects. The miR-21-EX level
was also informative for detecting tumor progression
and treatment responses. We thus propose that a TIRF
miR-21-EX serum assay may have significant value as
a cancer screening test because a rapid, accurate,
noninvasive and inexpensive serum test for early
cancer diagnosis could improve early detection rates
and thereby patient outcomes. Therefore, our results
indicate that the TIRF imaging assay, in addition to
being a novel liquid biopsy platform for the detection
of tumor-specific miRNA biomarkers in circulating
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EXs, may aid the diagnosis of a variety of diseases and
the monitoring of early responses to treatment, which
are important for new drug development and
personalized treatment.
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Figure 6. miR-21-EX imaging analysis and clinical performance. (A) TIRF images of miR-21-EXs in clinical serum samples from cancer patients and healthy donors. Scale bar =
3 µm. (B) Fluorescence intensity analysis of miR-21-EXs at the single-vesicle level in various clinical serum samples. (C) Average number of miR-21-EXs counted in TIRF images
of serum samples from cancer patients. (D) Changes in the miR-21-EX levels in serum samples from different cancer patients (n = 3) before and after clinical treatment.
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